Path Planning for Autonomous Robot using Fuzzy Logic
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Abstract: Autonomous robots are those which move freely without explicit human control. Path planning is done for such robots in order to reach the destination in the shortest possible time. Path planning also helps in obstacle avoidance. Here we are using fuzzy logic algorithm, which is widely used in artificial intelligence to make human like decisions. Fuzzy logic gives an output in the form of degrees of truth rather than just true or false. In this paper we are taking an image and converting it into a bmp file. Image consists of different obstacles which is in black colour and the white colour represents the path. A line joining the source and destination will give us the shortest path. Two different pixel values are set as source and destination. Six inputs such as the distance from the obstacle in front, distance at the front left diagonal, distance at front right diagonal, angle between the heading direction of robot and the goal, distance of the robot from the goal and preferred turn are chosen. The fuzzy system provides single output that will be the motion of the robot towards the destination. We make use of MATLAB software for the execution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A robot is a mechanical or virtual artificial agent, usually an electromechanical machine that is guided by a computer program or electronic circuitry, and thus a type of an embedded system. Robots can be autonomous or semi-autonomous. Robots tend to possess some or all of the following abilities and functions: accept electronic programming, process data or physical perceptions electronically, operate autonomously to some degree, move around, operate physical parts of itself or physical processes, sense and manipulate their environment, and exhibit intelligent behavior — especially behavior which mimics humans or other animals [1][2].

The mobile robots need a control system for navigating in an environment [10]. Autonomous robots are intelligent machines capable of performing tasks in the world by themselves, without explicit human control[11]. A fully autonomous robot can gain information about the environment[3-6] and work for an extended period without human intervention. Path planning is one of the most important elements for mobile robot.

Path planning is the determination of a path that a robot must take in order to pass over each point in an environment and path is a plan of geometric locus of the points in a given space where the robot has to pass through [7]. The mobile robot reacts to the detected obstacle and changes its heading direction in real time to avoid the obstacle [13]. Generally, the problem of path planning is about finding paths by connecting different locations in an environment such as graph, maze and road. When advanced autonomous robots navigate within indoor environments (industrial or civil buildings), they have to be endowed the ability to move through corridors, to follow walls, to turn corners and to enter open areas of the rooms [14]. Path planning enables mobile robots to see the obstacle and generate an optimum path so as to avoid them[8][9].

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Assume that you have a robot arena with an overhead camera as shown in Fig.1. The camera can be easily calibrated and the image coming from the camera can be used to create a robot map, as shown in the same figure. This is a simplistic implementation of the real life scenarios where multiple cameras are used to capture different parts of the entire workspace, and their outputs are fused to create an overall map used by the motion planning algorithms.
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Fig 1. Overhead camera system and creation of robot map

The same camera can also be used to capture the location of the robot at the start of the planning and also as the robot moves. This solves the problem of localization.
interesting looking region of interest becomes the goal of the robot to be used in the motion planning algorithms. The robot is not shown in the map in Fig.1.

We assume that the source and goal of the robot is explicitly supplied. Fuzzy based navigation is a reactive planning technique, where the immediate position and distances from obstacles is considered to compute the immediate move, without much bothering about the future[15].

In such a manner immediate actions lead to motion of the robot, ultimately leading to the goal. In order to solve the problem using fuzzy logic, we first need to select a few inputs which best represent the situation that the robot is currently placed in. The decision of motion is made purely on the basis of these inputs and not the actual scenario.

For this problem 6 inputs are selected. These are distance from the obstacle in front, distance from the obstacle at the front left diagonal, distance from the obstacle at the front right diagonal, angle between the heading direction of robot and the goal, distance of the robot from the goal and preferred turn. The different inputs are summarized in Fig.2.

**III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS**

The paper discussed Fuzzy logic control technique for navigation and obstacle avoidance of a virtual robot using an image as a map. Fuzzy logic is employed to conduct the path tracking behavior and obstacle avoidance behavior and to find a free path that helps the mobile robot to reach the target without hitting obstacles. It shows the effectiveness of the fuzzy logic algorithm for autonomous mobile robots and guarantee efficient and safe navigation of autonomous mobile robots.
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